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Riding the omni-channel wave/

For omni-channel
to be effective all
channels must be
tied together,
there must be
synergy.

Riding the omni-channel
communication wave
The humble text message, a service that was almost
created by mistake, is soon to celebrate its 30th year of
existence. With the first short messaging service text,
what we now like to call P2P SMS, being demonstrated
over the GSM network in the UK in 1992, the era of
digital communication was initiated.
We have come a long way since then, with a myriad of
messaging options now being offered to us not only to
communicate with other people, but more and more
to interact with the brands that we trust and buy from
and soon with the machines and devices that surround
us.
SMS has undoubtedly changed the world and the way
we communicate and will continue to do so, even if like
voice, its obituary has been written a long time ago.
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Over-the-top internet-based messaging was probably
the one key revolution that triggered the decline of
P2P messaging, with free instant messaging services
such as WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger and Skype
reinventing the way we communicate once again.
The free aspect of these options is an undeniable
benefit and they also freed us from the strict
160-character limit of the SMS design. As they
developed, emojis and photo sharing was added until
they became a fully featured communication tool.
However, as very few, if any, of these platforms are
compatible with one another, communicating with a
large number of recipients is far from ideal for people
and brands alike, and the security and ubiquity of SMS
makes it a solid choice for many forms of messaging.

Luckily, the final nail has definitely not been driven
into the messaging coffin yet, as Application to Person
messaging (A2P) has given a second life to what many
thought was a dying industry. It has grown rapidly and
is now estimated to generate over US$20 billion in
revenue while bringing multiple opportunities, as well
as challenges, to operators looking for new sources of
revenue.
One of these challenges/opportunities is for enterprises
to find a way to reach their customers as efficiently as
possible, while these are using a multitude of messaging
options offered by mobile operators, OTTs and the
brands themselves, on any device and in a personalized
way.
Some messaging providers are developing multichannel messaging solutions which address that need,
by enabling enterprises to send messaging campaigns
through multiple mobile and OTT messaging channels
at once.
Multi-channel spans several different channels,
however every channel is separate and independent
from the others and works in a vacuum. This approach
can create a confusing and impersonal experience that
often leaves shoppers feeling frustrated.
Consequently, this is just a stepping stone to the Holy
Grail - to give customers the truly seamless tailored
communication experience they expect in this day and
age, whether they are communicating with businesses
online from a desktop or mobile device, by telephone

or face to face in a bricks and mortar store, enterprises
must embrace what is called an omni-channel
communication strategy.
This means providing a customer-based and not
channel-based experience. The main goal here is to
make the customer experience as easy as possible, and
that means consistent engagement no matter where or
how he or she is interacting with your organization. To
be clear – this is not easy or simple to achieve, but it is
the goal of the leading-edge global carriers.
Omni-channel communication firstly enables enterprises
to reach their customers using voice, email, mobile
push notifications, SMS messages (offered by both
MNOs or OTTs), website based chat sessions and in-app
notifications and messages.
More importantly, by listening to and capturing data
and behaviour from their customers across all these
channels, and making it accessible to their organisation
from a central repository, it also enables them to provide
a seamless, tailored, integrated and cohesive customer
communication experience, no matter how or where a
customer reaches out.
Omni-channel therefore provides a seamless connection
between each customers’ touch points to ensure that
they get the same experience consistently irrespective
of the channel they choose to communicate with
enterprises. It enables them to interact with an
enterprise’s brand and not a channel within the brand
- a very powerful tool indeed.

Omni-channel vs multi-channel
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Capitalizing on the unified customer
communication era
What is in it for operators and carriers you may ask?
There are multiple benefits for adopting or supporting
an omni-channel messaging strategy, most of which
can be categorized as follows:

In essence, it enables them to:
• Protect their messaging position
• Create value and improve margins
• Facilitate innovative business models

1. Improve their own customers’ experience
Firstly, operators can use omni-channel communication
to create a better customer experience for their own
customers as it:
• Provides more touch points for operators’
customers to interact
• Enables more efficient and intelligent
communications with customers
• Meets the evolving customer expectation around
real-time, tailored and multi-channel experiences
• Provides a personalized interaction which
improves customer satisfaction and will ultimately
generate stickiness and more revenue
• Supplies contextual information depending on
situation and location
2. Future proofing their messaging position
Operators are looking to ride the messaging wave for
as long as possible and supporting an omni-channel
strategy for their customers will enable them to be at
the centre of the unified communication age.

3. Help bring value to the enterprise segment
The enterprise segment is and will continue to be a
key generator of messaging growth in the coming
years, however, mobile operators are not addressing
their needs as well as they could. In addition, with the
blurring of the lines between enterprise and wholesale
customers, carriers are looking for ways to better
address this segment as well.
Simplifying the delivery of omni-channel communication
would enable both mobile operators and carriers
to do just that. Empowering enterprises to better
communicate and interact with their own customers will
ensure operators bring value and are seen as partners for
success.
However, delivering true omni-channel communication
is a complex venture, with many challenges to be
overcome and not many are equipped to deliver on
such a promise.

Creating a centralized information
& communication platform is key
Often with great opportunities comes complexity.
And omni-channel is not an exception. Delivering a
centralized data architecture, while offering tailored,
real-time ubiquitous bi-directional communication,
which meets evolving consumer expectations is quite a
challenge and not many will be in a position to offer it.
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Creating a One-Stop-Shop messaging platform
Firstly, operators or carriers offering omni-channel
solutions must create a one-stop-shop messaging
platform which enables enterprises to communicate
with their customers through multiple channels.
This means being able to reach them via SMS, RCS or
multiple OTT messaging solutions transparently.

1. The OTT challenge
Up to now, as stated earlier, OTTs are rarely interested
to open their platforms to competitors and give access
to their customers. Operators and carriers are trying to
change this culture and are facing a number of hurdles
on that path. But it is doable with constant efforts.
2. The RCS challenge
RCS would be a good solution to deliver this level
of ubiquity as it potentially will work natively on
all handsets globally. Hundreds of operators have
implemented RCS within their networks to date, but
there is a lot of work to be done for it to be a perfect
solution. Maybe in the near future this technology
could become the core of the omni-channel strategy.
3. The privacy and regulatory challenge
Then of course, with centralized data repository comes
the challenge associated with privacy and regulatory
guidelines put in place to protect each of our personal
information. In reality there are different regulatory
requirements for each channel and that must be taken
into account.

4. The integration challenge
Finally, there is the challenge of handling the interfaces
to different platforms and being able to integrate
all of the communications themselves back into the
enterprise systems such that they can easily identify the
key threads of a session. For outgoing communications,
this is not too complex an integration task, however,
integrating incoming (to the enterprise) messaging
requires considerably more complex interactions with
the enterprise systems themselves.
Creating a one-stop-shop communication platform
Once the One-Stop-Shop messaging platform is
created, operators must go to the next level and
extend that platform not only to messaging, but to
all interactions between enterprises and customers
to ensure all contacts are achieved in and integrated
fashion.
These touchpoints could include, voice, website
chatbots, website contact forms and many more as
outlined in the diagram below.

Omni-channel customer experience
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Additionally, customers’ profiles must be built and their
behaviours and interactions must be tracked centrally,
so that an integrated experience can be delivered.
What is important to remember, is that even if you have
a multi-channel communication strategy, you might
not have an omni-channel customer experience. For
omni-channel to be effective all channels must be tied
together – there must be synergy.
Each communication channels and interactions should

complement the next, creating a holistic experience –
that’s where the magic is.
Enterprises have a large role to play here as well as
they must integrate and combine functions and
systems internally in their environment. At a time when
there is pressure on IT to deliver more richly featured
solutions, adding the complexity of managing the
implementation of an omni-channel experience should
not be underestimated.

The operators and carriers the Omni-channel enablers
So, for the integrated omni-channel magic to take place,
someone must be at the centre of the communication
and Big Data platform and able to both enable the
communication as well as gather the customer
information.
A small number of large global carriers and operator
groups are perfectly positioned to play that role.
They own global networks, support all types of
communication, from voice to internet, fixed to mobile
and sometimes TV.

They transport the signalling as well as the media
and have the systems in place to deal with significant
amounts of information in a centralized fashion.
Now all they have to do is integrate all these puzzle
pieces together to create an integrated customers
communication platform. Not a small feat but one
worth the sweat and tears in our opinion!

TheTelefónica omni-channel
value proposition
Omni-channel is the long-term goal and on our
roadmap. However, until that it is possible, making
multi-channel a reality is the first step. Telefónica Global
Solutions (TGS) is on the way and you should start your
journey also. Starting by implementing multi-channel
today, through our multi-facetted Voice, SMS A2P and
RCS A2P messaging offers, will make your transition to
omni-channel easier further down the line.
In addition, as TGS provides a single Hub platform, it
will facilitate your global messaging interconnectivity
with your mobile operator partners though a single
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connection. This will enable you to solidify your
position in the A2P ecosystem, without over-extending
your messaging resources to manage it.
Navigating the path to an omni-channel strategy, via
multi-channel, is going to bring plenty of challenges,
but that makes choosing the right partner to guide
you on your messaging evolution journey is key. This is
where the proven experience and expertise of a global
carrier like TGS will be invaluable.
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about
Telefónica Global Solutions
Telefónica Global Solutions (TGS) manages the
international Wholesale and Global Roaming
businesses of the Telefónica Group.
Our Messaging portfolio includes SMS Hub P2P, Global
Enterprise Messaging A2P and RCS Hub A2P, as well
as Antifraud tools. As a global Tier 1 carrier, TGS can
provide global coverage and deliver local messaging,
offering 300+ direct routes with high quality to over
1,500 destinations. This also means there is no need
for bilateral agreements.
We offer a simple and efficient all-in-one platform
that supports your entire journey, providing you with
seamless integration with customer systems, reduced
complexity, local billing, fast time to market, and an
advanced reporting tool for visibility and control.
We guarantee quality end-to-end services, including
testing of end-to-end interoperability. We also provide

compliance and security reassurances, because as
we control the network so we can guarantee full
compliance with local regulation as well as fight fraud
and spam.
We’re proud to be leading the way with the evolution
of messaging too, including the development of RCS
digital messaging, having already implemented large
scale campaigns in Europe and Latin America.
We are also active members of industry forums and
working groups such as the Mobile Ecosystem Forum’s
(MEF) Future of Messaging Programme and subscribe
to the MEF Trust in Enterprise Messaging Code of
Conduct.
To find out how we can help you, contact us at
sales.globalsolutions@telefonica.com
or visit: www.globalsolutions.telefonica.com
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